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FLYING TO
THE RESCUE!

Save the day while riding high in the sky with LEGO® Juniors!
PLUS MODELS YOU CAN BUILD, PUZZLES, AND MUCH MORE!
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Hi Club Members!
Welcome to your new issue of
LEGO® Club Junior Magazine! This issue
features some of the men and women
who work hard to keep your community
clean and safe, plus coloring and
building steps!

FIERY

FACT:

Firefighters use more
than hoses to put out fires!
Other tools firefighters
carry with them are axes,
chainsaws, ladders and
fire extinguishers.

TELL A FRIEND

ABOUT
LEGO CLUB!

HEY CLUB MEMBER!
If you know someone who might like to sign-up for LEGO Club,
then you can help them by showing them the LEGO Club website!

LEGO.com/club

MAX’S ADVENTURES!
Why do
firemen wear red
suspenders?

Why?

To keep
their pants
up!

Whoops!
I forgot
mine!

MOM AND DAD
LEGO Club
PO Box 1157
Enfield, CT
06083-1157
2
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LEGO Club Junior magazine is designed to give your child hours of
fun, whether they are exploring it on their own or sharing it with
you. There are comics, activities, building instructions and much
more to be found here. Throughout this issue, you will find “Family
Fun” suggestions for how you can expand the ideas shown here to
create an even richer experience for your child.
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Heroes?
We talkin’
sandwiches or the
Ultra Agents?

To make
your picture
you can use paint,
crayons, pencils,
or markers!
Your hero can
be a police officer
or firefighter...or
maybe a parent
or teacher!

WIN A
SET!

LEGO® CLASSIC

WHO IS YOUR

EVERYDAY HERO?

Is it your Mom? Your teacher? Someone in your community? It’s up to you!! D
Draw the
their
eirr pic
p
picture
ictu
ic
c ure
uree
and you could be one of five winners to receive a LEGO Classic Medium Creative Brick Box.

HOW TO ENTER
1 Draw or paint a picture of an everyday hero
that you know. Once you’re finished, ask a
parent or older sibling to help you write a
short description about your everyday hero.
2 Go to LEGO.com/club
3 Click on ‘Parents’ in the top menu and open
the ‘Forms’ article.

4 Ask a parent to print out and complete the contest
entry form, sign it and then take a clear picture of
the form or scan it.
5 Email the form along with a color
photo of your drawing or painting to:
USClubContests@LEGO.com with
“Everyday Hero Contest” in the subject line.

ALL ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY JUNE 15TH, 2015!
VISIT LEGO.COM/CLUB FOR TERMS AND CONDITIONS.
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HUNGRY KITTY!
M
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CHRISTIE’S KITTEN GETS INTO A BIG MESS!

M

W
EO

!

M EO W !

“I told you not to climb up there!” called Christie. Christie stood at the bottom of the tree
and talked to her kitten, Mr. Kitty, who was stuck in the tree. WUP-WUP-WUP-WUP
“Here comes the fire brigade!” Christie said. The firefighter’s helicopter lowered a firefighter
on a rope ladder down to Mr. Kitty. The brave firefighter reached out to Mr. Kitty. “Here, kitty,
come here.” Mr. Kitty leapt into the firefighter’s arms. “Hooray!”

As the firefighter
helicopter started to
land, Mr. Kitty spied
a tasty treat in the
supermarket window!
When the helicopter was
close to the ground, Mr.
Kitty jumped out of the
firefighter’s arms and
ran to the supermarket.
“Oh no! Mr. Kitty, come
back,” cried Christie.

4
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Mr. Kitty ran down the aisles of the supermarket. He knocked over cans and fruit and boxes!
“Stop that cat!” cried the Shop Manager. “Come back, Mr. Kitty!” called Christie.
Mr. Kitty ran all the way to the fish counter and gobbled up the fish! After he ate up all the
fish, Mr. Kitty was too full to move! Christie picked him up. “Alright, Mr. Kitty, stay next to
me, okay?” Christie asked. “Meow, meow!” Mr. Kitty agreed.

The firefighters came
to make sure Christie
and Mr. Kitty were
okay, and then
everyone helped clean
up the supermarket
with the Shop Manager.
…Except for Mr. Kitty
who took a nice, long
nap!

Find more fun and funny adventures at LEGO.com/juniors
FAMILY FUN: Here is a quick and fun way to help your child learn new words, which can be used
to create stories. Choose a color or a shape. Then have your child look for things in the house that are the
same color or shape. As they are discovered, share with your child the name of the object. Then write the
name down on a New Words list that you can add to in the months to come.
5
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HEROES TO

THE RESCUE!
When a fire breaks out in LEGO® City, one sneaky crook decides it’s time to make
his escape. The LEGO City Police get a little help to catch him. Can you put these
pictures in the right order to tell the story?

6
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FAMILY FUN: You can do your own version of this activity with your child. Use pictures from
m
an event your child was a part of, like a birthday party or a family holiday. Mix up their order and askk
your child to arrange them the right way to tell a story of the day, or make up their own story.
7
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HARD AT WORK!
It’s another busy day for the LEGO® City and LEGO Juniors workers! There are
streets to clean, old buildings to demolish and construction sites to service!

What has
four wheels
and flies?

A
Garbage
Truck! Ha
ha ha!

WHOSE LUNCH?

One of the workers has forgotten their
1 This worker isn’t
packed lunch back at the depot. Can you
wearing goggles or
figure out whose food it is? Read these
earphones.
clues and cross off each Minifigure as you 2 This worker doesn’t
eliminate them, until you’re left with the
have a beard.
hungry worker!

3 This worker is
wearing a hardhat.
4 This worker is
wearing an orange
jacket.

8
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Hehe!
Trash
bath!

Hey!
I wasn’t
done yet!

Ah, I love
the smell of
trash in the
morning!
Look out
below!

TALKING TRASH!

The garbage workers like playing silly pranks
on each other, but they also work really hard!
Can you help them find all the different pieces of
trash on these pages? Circle each item you find!

3 FISH BONES
3 TUNA CANS
2 BANANAS

2 BOTTLES
3 APPLE CORES
2 CHICKEN LEGS

You can find games, movies and coloring pages at these websites!
Ask your parent’s permission and check them out!
LEGO.com/juniors
LEGO.com/city
8291-08-09-usjrmj_CityJuniorsActivity.indd 2
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MIXED-UP MIXELS

MATCHING MAYHEM!
When two Mixels combine, they make a MIX. Look at the three MIXes on this page.
Which of the Mixels combined to make them? Write the letter of each
Mixel in the space next to the MIX you think they match.
(Hint: Look for pieces in the Mixels that match pieces in the MIX.)

FUN MOON FACTS!

10

2. TRUE OR FALSE:
You can’t hear anything
on the moon.

TM and © 2015 Cartoon Network. LEGO, the LEGO logo and MIXELS are trademarks of the LEGO Group. © 2015 The LEGO Group.
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3. TRUE OR FALSE:
The moon is
made of cheese.
ANSWER: MIXes from left to right: D,E / B,C / A,F
MOON FACT ANSWERS: 1. True. 2. True. 3. False.

1. TRUE OR FALSE:
You would weigh less
on the moon.
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I can’t wait to
enjoy these delicious
pizzas with my friends!
Now I just need to find
the rest!

PIZZA QUEST!
Stephanie is cooking yummy pizzas, but she has misplaced some. She found
three, but needs to find the rest! Find the rest of the pizzas, then add them
to the ones Stephanie already has and write down the number!

+
ANSWER: 3 + 7 = 10
8291-10-11-usjrmj_Mixels_Friends.indd 2
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BRIDGE

TRAVEL TRIALS!
The LEGO® City powerboat and the truck both reached the bridge at the same time,
but one went across and one went under! Finish this scene by coloring in the truck
and the boat. You can use any colors that you want.

THIS ART WAS MADE BY:
______________________
12
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FAMILY FUN: Which would win in a race, a truck or a boat? Talk with your child about
different kinds of vehicles and which are faster. What special conditions does each one need (a boat
needs water, planes need to fly in the sky, etc.) and what sort of obstacles can each one face? Then
try building some of these vehicles out of LEGO® bricks with your child and have your own races!
13
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COOL
CREATIONS
Got an awesome model of your own that you would
like to see in Cool Creations? Then send us a photo!

WINGED AIRPLANE
Cole E., Connecticut

THE SUNNY SEAS CRUISE SHIP

1 Go to LEGO.com/club

Alexis & Holden O., North Carolina

2 Click on ‘Parents’ in the top menu and open the
‘Forms’ article.
3 Ask a parent to print out and complete the Cool
Creations submission form, sign it and then either
take a clear picture of the form or scan it.
4 Email the form along with your photo to:
USClubJRCoolCreations@LEGO.com

HOUSE
Maximus J.,
New York

Please email color photos only. Due
to the high volume of entries we
receive, not all photos can be
shown in the magazine. Only
models made with all LEGO®
elements can be featured.

ADD YOUR
OWN COOL
CREATION

HERE!
SPACE SHIP
NINJAGO
JAILBOX

Mathias A.,
Florida

Gabe B.,
New York

Why not put
your own cool
creation photo in
the frame!

14
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Lauren S., New Jersey

CHRISTMAS MANGER

Trygve J., Michigan

WATERCRUSHER

Evan D., Connecticut

DRAGON AT THE CASTLE

Colten, Washington

Tyler L., Nevada

A POLKA-DOT PRESENT

Gabriel W., Utah

HOLIDAY GIFT

DOUBLE
UTILITY VESSEL
TOW TRUCK
Mateo F., California

ANIMAL
CAMPSITE

Kip C., Arizona

HOLIDAY GIFT

Demian K., Florida

FAMILY IS THE
BEST GIFT OF ALL

Sam M., Texas

15
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AURORA’S

SLEEPY TIME!
Do you know how many hours you need for a good night’s sleep? To make sure
Aurora wakes up happy and rested in the morning, she should get at least eight hours
of shut-eye (and so should you!). Using the clocks above, figure out what time Aurora
should get up in the morning if she goes to bed at the time on the clock.
Color
in Aurora’s face
to complete the
picture.

16
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MAGIC

CARPET MAZE!
Rajah has gone off on an adventure without Jasmine, and now she has to find him.
Luckily, she has the magic carpet to help her get anywhere she needs to go.
Help Jasmine fly through the cloud maze to find Rajah!

© Disney
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BUILD A

LEGO® SPEEDBOAT!
1

2

6

FAMILY

FUN
Where might this boat
be going? Ask your child
where they want it
to go and then
talk about what
they might
find there.
Maybe you
can pull out
some maps
or show them
some famous
landmarks!

10
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When you need to get across the water in a hurry, you need a
speedboat! It has a powerful engine so it can roar across the lake on
a summer day. You can build this speedy boat with pieces from your
LEGO® collection. Don’t worry if you can’t find the pieces shown here.
You can make the boat any color you want!

3

7

11

5

4

9

8

L

FINA
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The
tracks lead
here!

He left the
loot, so he must
be nearby!

Is he hiding
underwater?

CITY-WIDE SEARCH!
That sneaky crook snuck off and now the LEGO® City Police have to find him!
They need your help! Can you find the sneaky crook?
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